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A basic feature of the converging channel in cold rolling 
is the mean thickness - to-length ratio, A, of the plastic zone 
that fills it. Changes in displacement and velocity are not 
the same for all elements passing through the converging 
channel. Ultimately, variations in structure and properties 
result in a strain hardening material. A measurement of the 
gradation is the redundant strain factor, $, which is the 
ratio of the average strain-to geometric strain in the sample.
Brass samples were used to investigate nonuniform 
deformation induced by rolling. Samples with initial thick­
nesses varying from 0.138 to 0.753 inches were given single 
pass reductions in the thickness fromt 0.4 to 7.25 percent. 
Because hardness is an indication of strain accumulated at 
a point and can be calibrated in terms of strain, micro­
hardness surveys were used to monitor the extent of nonuniform 
deformation. Conversion of hardness to strain was accomplished 
from tension specimens strained various amounts. Micro­
hardness surveys' through the thickness of rolled samples 
were used to determine the average strain from which the 
redundant strain factor could be calculated.
Homogeneous and highly nonuniform deformation were 
observed in the rolled samples. As A increased from 1 to 
11.2 the redundant strain factor increased from -1 to 16.3.
iii
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The extent of nonuniformity was not affected by the width 
of the sample. The increase in $ was nearly linear up 
to A - 4, but became non linear as A approached 11.2. 
Qualitative agreement existed between the measured strain 
distribution and a theoretical distribution derived from 
slipline field theory. The slipline field solutions pre­
dicted larger amounts of redundant deformation than were 
actually observed in the rolled samples.
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Metals, particularly those used as engineering mater­
ials, often require mechanical deformation prior to appli­
cation. The purpose of mechanical deformation is to change 
the shape of and improve the mechanical properties of the 
material. Cold rolling is a deformation process which 
accomplishes both of the purposes through the plastic 
extension of a sheet. Commonly in rolling, a metal is drawn 
into the gap between rotating rolls by frictional forces and 
is reduced in thickness.
Extensive practical knowledge has been acquired on the 
subject of rolling as the process accounts for about two 
thirds of the tonnage of metals fabricated in the metal 
working industry. Generally, the rolling of sheet and strip 
is accomplished through uniform deformation. Mathematical 
formulae can be developed which predict roll separating 
forces and rolling mill tonnages. While these formulae are 
useful in the design of rolling mills, the change and vari­
ation in properties of the strip as a result of the deformation 
are not well characterized. In particular there can be 
significant variations in the properties of rolled plate.
An indepth examination of the rolling process reveals 
that a complex stress-strain state develops in the sheet.
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Physically, the thickness o£ the sheet decreases while the 
length in the rolling direction increases and the width 
remains essentially unchanged. Depending on several vari­
ables, the stress and consequently, the strain through the 
roll gap can be uniform or nonuniform. This further implies 
the strain dependent properties such as strength can vary in 
a sheet. A qualitative analysis of the stresses developed 
in the roll gap indicates the following. Transverse to the 
rolling direction the load on the sheet varies across the 
width from zero at the unrestrained edges to a peak com­
pressive load at mid-width. In the direction of rolling, 
the load varies from zero at the entering roll-sheet inter­
face to a peak compressive load in the roll gap and back to 
zero upon exiting the roll gap. Also, as reduction occurs 
the velocity of the sheet increases and a condition of 
constant volume is maintained.
Continuing with a qualitative analysis of rolling there 
are several parameters which affect the process. The aspects 
of friction are most important. Friction forces develop as 
the sheet contacts the rolls and draws the sheet into the 
roll gap. The rolling of sheet is typically considered a 
friction controlled process. Variables affecting the develop­
ment of friction forces are the surface roughness of the 
rolls and the lubrication between the sheet and the rolls.
A second criteria is the elastic deformation of the rolls.
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Rolling loads tend to flatten the rolls and increase the 
contact arc in the gap. Also, the rolls can deflect axially 
as a result of the load being applied on the end of the 
rolls. A third point relates to the heat developed as a 
result of friction forces and sheet deformation. The heat 
developed in the sheet at the mid-width of the rolls cannot 
dissipate readily as compared to the edges and can result in 
edge cracking. The phenomena is often prevalent in hot 
rolling. Finally, the forwa>d and back pull on a sheet can 
create tensile loading on the sheet which decreases the load 
needed to deform the sheet.
The preceding illustrates the complexity of the rolling 
process. Presented as an overview the analysis reveals 
little of the changes in material properties that can occur 
in the sheet. Deformation of the sheet can be nonuniform 
through the thickness and across the width depending not 
only on the parameters discussed, but also on the dimensions 
of the sheet relative to the roll diameter and the reduction 
in thickness. The extent to which the metal strain hardens 
also influences nonuniformity. In summary, the relation­
ships of mechanical, material, and geometric criteria applied 
in rolling can precipitate nonuniform deformation and in 
turn nonuniform properties in a wrought sheet. The inter­
relation of these criteria has been the subject of study by 
numerous investigators. The literature survey of Chapter II
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explores the salient features of some of these investiga­





The process of rolling plate and sheet is a common 
means for mechanically working a metal. Rolling has, as 
does other mechanical working processes, the characteristic 
of producing a product that is not always uniformly deformed 
over the entire cross section. Capus and Cockcraft^ observed 
the size and regularity of lines scratched on the surface of 
rolled copper strip. They suggested scratch measurements 
could be used to study quantitatively the relative surface 
slip in the rolling direction and by calculation the devia­
tion from homogeneous deformation. Their work relates only 
to surface strains. However, depending on the diameter of 
the rolls, the initial sheet thickness; and the reduction
per pass the nonuniformity can be large as discussed by
2 3Backofen and Hundy and Singer or small as discussed by
4Ford . The extent to which nonuniform deformation occurs 
can affect local hardness, grain size after annealing, 
internal stress, and internal strain. Efforts to describe 
what is taking place in the rolled sheet fall into two 
categories. In the first category the deformation process 




Several assumptions are necessary in developing the 
theories for rolling. Practical considerations require 
certain limits to the ratio of sheet thickness to roll 
diameter. The ratio of strip width to thickness must be 
sufficiently large to ensure that the rigid sheet outside 
the roll gap prevents spreading in the width direction. 
Under these conditions the deformation is plane strain over 
essentially the whole width of the sheet.
The common assumptions are as follows:
(1) The deformation is one of plane strain.
(2) Plane sections perpendicular to the rolling 
direction remain plane.
(3) The arc of contact is circular.
(4) The coefficient of friction, y,is constant over
the arc of contact. In cold rolling the coeffi­
cient of friction is small (usually less than 
0 .1).
(5) The constant volume condition is applicable.
(6) The Von Mises yield criterion is applicable.
(7) Material elements remain compatible through the 
roll gap.
5 6 7Theories presented by Von Karman , Orowan , Ford , and
8Larke which contain the results of mathematical analyses 
relate to forces developed during the reduction of sheet
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thickness. Generally, the analyses enable one to predict 
the magnitude of roll separating forces or rolling torques.
A second overture of these theories is that they apply 
uniquely to conditions of uniform deformation in a friction 
controlled process. An examination of the principal assump­
tions of these theories reveals the following. First, the
assumption is made that deformation occurs in a state of 
9plane strain . This assumption implies the width of the 
sheet remains unchanged during rolling. Second, the assump­
tion is made that plane sections perpendicular to the rolling 
direction remain plane^. This assumption is required to 
simplify the stress analysis in order to define the limits 
of the plastically deforming zone. This assumption also 
implies there is slipping friction over the entire arc of 
contact in the roll gap"^. The third assumption that the 
arc of contact is circular enables one to account for 
elastic deformation of the rolls. Typically, the rolls 
flatten under load and the assumed arc of contact is also 
circular but of a slightly larger radius than the undeformed 
rolls.
The fourth assumption utilized in the theories of cold 
rolling is that the coefficient of friction between the
sheet and the rolls is nearly constant over the arc of
12 ... contact between the sheet and rolls . Further, it is
assumed that the coefficient is less than 0.1. To understand
the importance of these assumptions one must examine the
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frictional forces that develop in rolling. The fifth assump­
tion that a condition of constant volume is applicable 
requires the exit velocity of the sheet to be greater than 
the entrance velocity as shown in equation 1.
w x Ilq x Vq = w x h^ x V^ (1)
Since the width, w, remains constant the product of the thick­
ness (h) and velocity . (V) must be equal and V-̂ > V q . The 
sheet velocity varies in relation to the roll velocity,
V , with only one point where the velocity of the sheet and 
the rolls are equal. Where Vq < the friction force acts 
to draw the sheet into the roll gap. When the sheet velocity 
exceeds and approaches V^ the friction force acts opposite 
to the direction of flow. Conditions which reduce the magni­
tude of the coefficient of friction are sought in order to 
reduce the overall force needed to reduce the sheet thickness.
The sixth assumption commonly made is that the Von Mises yield
13criterion can be applied . The Von Mises criterion provides 
the relationship between the state of stress developed in the 
sheet and the yield strength of the material. The yield 
stress characteristic of the sheet is essential in developing 
a statically determinant equation for calculating roll forces. 
The final assumption is made that elements of the sheet remain 
compatible through the roll gap. This condition requires that 
one element of material remain continuous with another as the 
sheet is deformed. The implication of this assumption is that 
as the thickness of the sheet decreases the length increases.
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Generally these assumptions 'are valid. However, Capus and 
14Cockcroft have pointed out lateral spreading can occur 
depending on the width of the sheet and that the limiting 
constraint on spreading was friction between the sheet and 
the rolls.
The preceding assumptions enable the development of 
equilibrium of force equations to model cold rolling of 
sheet. Equating the horizontal and vertical force equations 
in the roll gap leads to a differential equation. Solutions 
to the equation take on various forms based on the assump­
tions discussed and on the boundary conditions. The most
generally accepted solution is that developed by Ford and 
15Bland . Again, it should be noted that the statically
determinant equation is valid for homogeneous deformations
in which vertical sections slide against one another without
causing shear stresses. Also, general solutions assume no
16strain hardening takes place during deformation . While it 
is known many metals strain harden the assumption is neces­
sary in order to obtain solutions of the type presented by 
Ford and Bland. ‘ The next section, while employing most of 
the assumptions discussed in this section, presumes deforma­
tion to be nonuniform through the thickness.
Nonuniform Deformation
17Early experimental work by Underwood described and 
semiqualitatively determined the occurrence of nonuniform
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deformation in a sheet but did explain its origin. More
18 19 20recent investigations by Sims , Alexander ’ , and
21Backofen have approached rolling as a problem of con­
tinuous plastic deformation. Sims and Alexander developed
2 2slip line field equations, advanced from work by Prager , 
and have applied them to the solution of deformation equa­
tions in hot rolling. In general the same assumptions made 
concerning uniform deformation are made for nonuniform 
deformation. The significant difference is that it is not 
necessary to assume plane sections perpendicular to the 
rolling direction. The following assumptions are applicable 
for slip-line field solutions.
(1) The deformation is one of plane strain.
(2) The material deformed behaves as a rigid-perfectly
plastic solid.
(3) The coefficient of friction, y, is small in cold 
rolling (usually less than 0.1).
(4) The constant volume condition is applicable. .
(5) The Von Mises yield criterion is applicable.
(6) Material elements remain compatible through the 
roll gap.
(7) No strain hardening occurs.
The first assumption of plane strain is necessarily the 
same in both uniform and nonuniform deformation. However, 
in developing slip lines which represent lines of maximum
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shear stress a general approach is made such that when 
t max = t , yielding begins on all such slip lines. Second, 
the assumption is made that the material behaves as a rigid- 
perfectly plastic solid. This assumption is required in order 
to establish the boundary of,the plastically deforming material. 
This further implies the sheet outside the roll gap has an 
infinite Youngs modulus. The third assumption that the co­
efficient of friction is smail must be qualified. Sims and 
Alexander in developing the:T* equations for hot rolling 
assumed sticking friction rather vthan slipping friction 
occurred between the rolls. However, referring back to 
equation 1, it is apparent the exit velocity exceeds the 
entrance velocity and velocity discontinuities or boundary 
shearing must occur. The slip line field for hot rolling 
has a varying coefficient of friction to account for con­
ditions of slipping and sticking friction. The remaining 
three assumptions of constant volume, Von Mises yield 
criterion, and compatibility apply to both uniform and non- 
uniform deformation. The final assumption that strain 
hardening does not occur simplifies the slip line field 
analysis of the stress and velocity along the slip lines.
An important aspect of developing a slip line field 
solution is the selection of relevant boundary conditions 
particularly between the rolls and the sheet. Because of 
sticking friction in the hot rolling solution the slip lines
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at the roll interface are nearly parallel to the rolls. 
However, with an assumed condition of slipping friction as 
is the case with cold rolling the slip lines at the roll 
interface are at an angle to the rolls. The assumptions 
discussed can be used in the development of a slip line 
field solution to hot rolling and present an analysis which 
is compatible with experience.
Attempts to apply slip line field theory to cold roll­
ing have not been totally successful. The work of Ford and 
23 24Alexander and Hill points out that a unique slip line 
field solution for cold rolling with slipping friction has 
not been obtained. They assess the problem to be one of 
obtaining proper boundary conditions for the surface of the 
rolled sheet. As a result, attempts to predict deformation 
using slip line field solutions must be tempered with 
assumptions and simplifications.
24The approach used by Backofen has been to compare 
deformation efficiency and redundant strain on cold drawn 
metals with predictions based on general slip line field 
theory equations. Analyzing all deformation processes to 
have a continuous zone of plastic deformation two parameters 
were developed which would apply for nonhomogeneous as well 
as homogeneous deformation. Common to numerous deformation 
processes is a converging channel. Changes in displacement 
and velocity components are unavoidable and gradients in
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strain develop. A basic feature of the converging channel 
is the mean thickness-to-length ratio of the plastic zone 
that fills it. The ratio is identified by the symbol A and 
is stated as K/L. The significance of A can be seen from 
the following. Generally wfth the rolling of sheet the 
E ~ L and A - 1. The restraint on the surface of the 
material is large compared to the restraint in the thickness 
direction. Here the reduction is largely dependent on the 
friction and the deformation is homogeneous. However, if 
K > L such as the case is with forging then the restraint 
at the surface of the material is less compared to that through 
the thickness. Here friction is not a controlling factor but 
rather only pressure is required to deform the material.
The second parameter to be developed provides an indication 
of the efficiency of a deformation process. Ideally, one would 
choose a process in which no redundant work is expended in 
reducing the thickness of the sheet. This parameter is the 
redundant strain factor, $, which is the ratio of the mean 
or average strain in the thickness direction-to-the geometric 
strain in the thickness ~¥/e. The geometric strain is the 
true thickness strain, In hg/h^. In homogeneous deformation 
the average strain approaches the same value as the geometric 
strain and $ - 1. Whereas in the case of nonuniform deforma­
tion, such as piercing, the average strain exceeds the geometric
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strain and $ > 1. In nonhomogeneous deformation the surface 
of a metal often undergoes more flow than does the center 
and the average incremental strain can exceed the geometric 
strain based on initial and final thickness measurements.
The effects of nonuniform strain in rolled sheet can be seen 
by examining the end of a sheet. The split end and apparent 
centerline cracking of the sheet with its characteristic 
"fish tail" shape are the result of nonuniform deformation.
Analysis of metal working techniques has shown that as 
$ approaches a value of one, A also approaches a value of 1 
and deformation is uniform. Further analysis shows that the 
ratio between pressure applied in deformation (P) and the 
shear yield strength (Ty) approaches a minimum value as 
A and $ approach a value of 1. In most deformation processes 
one seeks to minimize P/2x ratio in order to achieve any
efficient process. It should be noted though sometimes it 
is desirable that a rolled sheet have a residual stress 
product induced through nonuniform deformation.
The purpose of this investigation has been to examine 
nonuniform flow in a strain hardening metal deformed by cold 
rolling and compare the measured strains to those predicted 
from a slip line field solution. The slip line field equa­
tions for predicting stress as developed by Hencky and pre- 
sented by Hill will be applied to the geometry of sheet 
rolling. Also, equations for.predicting the incremental 
velocity of the sheet as developed by Gerringer and presented
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2 7by Hill will be applied for the calculation of the maximum 
shear strains. The metal selected for this investigation is 
260 brass, an alloy containing 70% copper and 30% zinc. Local 
strains will be evaluated by measuring the indentation micro­
hardness of the rolled samples.
In summary, the work conducted by Capus and Cockcroft 
lead only to the analysis of surface effects where slipping 
and sticking friction was observed. It is the intent of 
this investigation to measurf strain gradients in the thick­
ness direction over a range of rolling conditions where 
one would expect to observe uniform and highly nonuniform 
deformation and compare these gradients to those predicted 
from slip line field theory. The effect of varying the 
sheet width on the strain gradients will also be examined 




Rolling can be described as continuous deformation 
process. Rigid material enters on one side, is deformed 
while passing through the gap, and leaves on the other side 
in a uniform stream which becomes rigid as it unloads. 
Slip-line field analysis is especially applicable to this 
type problem as it defines the stress and velocity in the 
plastic region.
In general a slip line analysis must be constructed by 
a trial and error process, first choosing a field that 
satisfies force equilibrium and then examining whether the 
associated velocity solution is consistent with the boundary 
velocity conditions. The slip line field developed for this 
investigation closely follows a solution developed by Hill 
for sheet drawing and is shown in Figure 1. Clearly a 
plastic zone must be established which is contained by rigid 
material. The slip line boundary separating the two parts 
must be constructed to satisfy all the conditions of stress 
and velocity that concern the plastic zone. The solution 
presented by Hill applies to plane strain sheet extrusion 
and the differences between rolling and extrusion can be 
partially resolved. The plastic zone must be extended 
through the center of the sheet since the material leaves 









Figure 1 Slip Line Field and Plastic Region 
For Rolling Through Smooth Rolls 
Giving A Small Reduction In Thickness
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which would be acting on the sheet is replaced by the fric­
tion force between the rolls and the sheet. Broadly speaking 
a similar plastic zone should be achieved in the roll gap 
whether the sheet is pulled through the gap or is pushed 
along by friction forces.
Restrictions were placed on the slip line solution of 
Figure 1 so that a steady state distribution of stress existed 
in the rigid material such that the yield limit was nowhere 
exceeded. Though not explicitly proven, the stress in the 
plastic zone was maintained at the yield limit.
The curved surface of the rolls was replaced by a chord 
with an included angle of 2a. In order for the slip lines 
to meet the chord at 45° the friction between the rolls and 
the sheet must be zero. However, to achieve a steady state 
configuration a small friction force must exist. A steady 
state was assumed in which a sheet of initial thickness, h^, 
was drawn through the rolls and exited at a final thickness, 
h^. Two restrictions placed on the velocity of the material 
were, one, the velocity component normal to the rolls was 
zero and, two, the normal component between the plastic zone 
and the rigid sheet was compatible with the rigid sheet 
outside the plastic zone. A final restriction imposed on 
the solution was that strain hardening did not occur.
Proceeding with the analysis of the slip line solution 
a starting slip line must be chosen to develop the entire
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field. The slip line through A meeting the chord at 45° 
was assumed to be straight over the region AC. In a 
similar manner the line BC was straight and the region 
bounded by ABC was considered determined. Points A and B 
were singularities for the stress distribution. This fact 
enabled the field to be continued around the points A and B 
to form regions ACD and BCE. Slip'lines CD and CE defined 
the region CDEF. Since the plastic zone extended through the 
sheet the point F fell on the cer.ter line and was common 
to the two symmetric plastic zones. To maintain symmetry 
and orthogonality the slip lines at F were inclined at 45° 
to the centerline. The restriction on F therefore fixes 
the angles CAD and CBE.
With the slip line field assumed the velocity was cal­
culated. If U is the velocity of the rolled sheet then the 
approach velocity becomes Uh^/hQ since constant volume is 
assumed. The normal component of velocity was determined 
along the lines ADF and BEF and the solution was started 
ill region CDEF. With this solution normal components on 
CD and CE and tangential components on AD and BE were cal­
culated. Since lines AD, AC, BC, and BE are straight with 
singularities at A and B, respectively and lines CD and CE 
are circular areas, the normal components on AC and BC are 
uniquely defined. Therefore the velocity in the rigid 
section ABC can be defined.
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The velocity components' at the nodal points are calcu­
lated from equations developed by Gerringer which state that 
the rate of extension along a given slip line is zero. To 
express the velocity equation the velocity components u and 
v are used to describe the velocities along the a- and 3-lines. 
The equations are:
du - vd0 = 0 along an a-line (2)
dv + ud0 = 0 along a 3-line 
To express the incremental velocities the velocity equations 
are replaced by their finite difference equivalents.
U — U i = 1/2(V + V . ) (0 -0 ')m,n m-l,n ' v m,n m-l,n^v m,n m-l,n^
m,n m,n-l v m,n m,n-l' v m,n m,n-ly
These equations determine u and v at the nodal point (m,n)
in terms of the values u and v at the points (m-l,n) and
(m,n-l). Since the normal components of velocity can be
assigned without any inconsistency along two intersecting
slip lines it follows that there can be discontinuity in
the tangential component of the velocity across the slip
line. The physical meaning of the discontinuity is that
there is an infinitely large shear strain rate as the
material enters and leaves the roll gap. It follows from
equation 2 that the jump in velocity is constant along the
respective slip lines. The magnitude of the discontinuity
varies depending on the fractional thickness reduction and
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final velocity of the sheet. Hill states the velocity
discontinuity,-V*, for the solution pictured in Figure 1
2 8was rU//2" where r equals (11q - h1)/hg.
Once the velocities were known along the slip lines 
the shear strains could be calculated subject to the follow­
ing considerations. Because the coordinate system was 
oriented such that a- and $-lines correspond to principal 
shears, no shear takes place in any other direction and work
was assumed to be accomplished only along shear strain 
2 9boundaries . The shear force produced along a boundary 
of length S is:
F = TyS
where x^ is the shear yield stress of a nonhardening 
material. The power dissipated along the boundary is:
W = FV*
and the total power becomes
WT = EXySV*.
The total flow rate, V, across the same boundary is ex- *
pressed as Vj_S with Vj_ being the normal velocity component.
Therefore, the specific work along the boundaries is
W = WT/V = t V V V j.'.
Since specific work can also be defined as
W = Ty Y
the shear strain along the boundaries could be determined 
from the equation
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T = V*/Vx . (4)
This is consistent with experience that, in a specified time 
interval a slab of thickness V is sheared through a distance 
of V*. Computation of the shear strain along the initial 
plastic-elastic boundaries was made directly from equation 4. 
However, equation 4 was modified in order to compute the 
shear strain in the plastic zone.
In the plastically deforming zone V* is simply the 
difference in velocity along a given slip line at two nodal 
points and Vj_ is the average normal velocity between the 
same nodal points. Since shear occurs along both a- and 
3-lines the shear strains were added. The total strain at 
a point is
^T ~ \ n  ^m-l,n \ n  ^m-l,n .
T v  + " v  :  YJ2  T u  + ~ ~ u  i  5 7 2v mn m-l,n'  ̂mn m-l,n^
In a like manner strains were calculated at every nodal 
point. The shear strain as a function of position in the 
thickness direction was found through the vector addition 
of the strain at the given horizontal points. The resultant 
strain tensors were then expressed as an equivalent plastic
CO30 wstrain-increment defined as follows: g o
3ep = f f i l  (de?. deP,)1/2 (6) f
_  3 o <The equation reduced to de7 or Ac equals /2/3e ^ ^
(dc
O o i / 9 Q hJ
+ de ) for the effective strain at a specified 00 Qxy xy ~ op Q g
thickness. Knowing the effective strain as'a function of p 2= q
~ O ‘o o
—  c 3 othickness the average strain, e , was determined by a q o
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graphical means from a plot of strain versus thickness.
The redundant strain factor $, was determined once 
the effective strain (£e) resulting from the reduction in 
thickness was determined. The effective strain was cal­
culated by the tensor invariant,
1/2 (7)de = /2 
e 3
In rolling the strains in the principal directions are: 
de^ = In hg/h^, de£ = 0, and de^ = In h^/h
The preceding outlines the steps necessary to predict strain 
and redundant strain based on slip line field solutions. It 
is significant to note the analysis assumes no strain hard­
ening takes place and that slipping friction occurs between 
the rolls and the sheet. A sample calculation of the strain 
and redundant strain factor are presented in Appendix B.
The predicted average strain and redundant strain 
factors for selected A values of 1.00, 3.92, 6.90, and 11.20 
are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Average Strain and Redundant Strain 
Factor Derived From Slip Line Field Analysis
Average Strain Redundant Strain







EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
General Approach
The objective of the experimental program was to measure 
the variation in strain through the thickness of rolled brass 
samples that have undergone uniform and nonuniform deformation 
and compare the deformation characteristics to those pre­
dicted from slip line field theory. In addition the width 
of the sheet was varied and strain gradients measured at the 
midwidth of the sheet were compared to gradients near the 
edge of the sheet to determine the effect of sheet width on 
deformation uniformity.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the salient 
features of the program. The program was divided into two 
parts. First, a slip line field solution compatible with 
the actual rolling geometry was determined. Slip line field 
solutions were drawn to scale for A values. The velocity 
components were determined from Gerringers equations from 
which the shear strain was determined. Once the shear strains 
had been determined as a function of sheet thickness, the 
average strain was determined graphically. Knowing the 
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The second part of the program consisted of measuring 
strain gradients in rolled brass sheet. A technique to 
directly measure strain is not available and a scheme in­
volving indentation hardness measurements was used. Annealed 
tensile bars were strained co predetermined levels in tension 
after which the cross sectional hardness was measured. This 
data provides a conversion between hardness and effective 
strain. Next samples of varying thickness and width were 
rolled to predetermined reductions. The A values for the 
samples ranged from 1 to about 11, where the deformation 
would be expected to be uniform and nonuniform, respectively. 
Hardness was measured as a function of thickness at the mid­
width and edge of each sample. The hardness was converted 
to effective strain and $ was calculated.
The values of $ were then compared to the predicted 
values of $ developed from slip line field analysis. Vari­
ations in $ as a function of A were examined in light of the 
predicted nonuniformness to explain the observed trends% 
Similarly, the effect of varying the sheet width to thickness 
ratio was examined.
Experimental Procedures and Results
Outlined in this section are details of the analytical 
and experimental work applied to measuring and calculating 
deformation in the rolled sheet.
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(1) Preparation o£ and Rolling of Samples 
Samples were prepared from 3/4- and 1/2-in. thick hot 
rolled brass plate. The initial and final thickness of the 
samples was calculated from the following equation,
for selected values of A, where 1lq is the initial sheet 
thickness, R is the radius of the rolls, and r is the frac­
tional reduction in thickness. Equation 8 can be obtained 
replacing the mean thickness term E with (ĥ  + h-̂ )/2 =
1iq(1 - r/2) and L with the chord length of the contact
prepared at three different widths to acquire an understand­
ing of the effect of width on nonuniform deformation.
Some of the initial sample thicknesses were consider­
ably less than the available 3/4- and 1/2-inch stock and it 
was necessary to roll the sheet to the proper thickness.
The primary concern associated with rolling the samples 
was the possible introduction of nonuniform deformation which 
would perturbate the final results. Piece's of the hot roll 
stock were reduced 10-151 in thickness per pass on a United 
mill with 14 inch diameter rolls. The reductions corres­
ponded to A values of about 0.8 and it is presumed the sheet 
was uniformly deformed. This was subsequently confirmed 
after the sheet was annealed. The samples were cut to width 
with a power hacksaw.
(8)
2(R - rhg/2) . For A - 2 and 8 samples were
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Since the initial rolling operation would cause cold 
work in the samples it was necessary to anneal each sample 
in an attempt to arrive at a common initial hardness before 
final rolling. Test samples were air annealed for times 
ranging from 15 minutes to 210 minutes at 400°C and 500°C 
to determine the optimum parameters for obtaining a common 
annealed hardness. The individual samples were then 
annealed at the predetermined times and temperatures. The 
initial hardness of the rolling samples is reported in 
Appendix A, Table A-l.
The samples were rolled on a two high Stannat mill with 
3-inch diameter by 4-inch wide flat rolls. The roll velocity 
was about 20 surface feet per minute. Initially, the rolls 
were adjusted so that the top and bottom roll were parallel 
to one another. This was accomplished by shining a light 
between the gap and adjusting the screws down to block out 
the light when the rolls came together and made contact. 
Vertical alignment of the rolls was adjusted to insure the 
roll axes were parallel. Attempts were also made to reduce 
the springback in the screw down mechanism as a sample was 
rolled. Adjustment could not be maintained and test samples 
were rolled to obtain the proper separation between the rolls. 
Once the correct gap was attained, the sample was rolled to 
the predetermined thickness.
Roll surfaces were cleaned with 280-grit silicon carbide 
paper and washed with alcohol to remove any residue. All
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samples were dry rolled with no lubrication. The slip line 
field solution developed contained the assumption that 
slipping friction occurred between the rolls and the sheet. 
Physically, to approximate the conditions of this assumption,
of the minimum coefficient of friction was determined. The 
contact angle 3 between the sheet and the rolls can be approxi­
mated as follows:
tan 3 - 3 - - _ /rho .
R / R
Usually the contact angle in cold rolling does not exceed 
326°. Further, the entry condition in cold rolling is
For A = 1 the estimated coefficient of friction was 0.08.
The dependence of A upon friction is such that friction has 
little effect on deformation for large A and the estimated 
minimum coefficient of 0.08 satisfies the assumption of • 
slipping friction.
(2) Hardness measurements
Since no direct method exists for measuring incremental 
strains it was important to select a technique with a straight 
forward application. Microhardness measurements were used 
throughout the investigation to monitor the initial conditions 
of annealed samples as well as a means to determine levels
the samples were rolled without lubrication. An estimate 31
3 max < y
(9)
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of strain. Techniques for preparing specimens and measuring 
the hardness were the same for all phases of the investiga­
tion. Beginning with rough sawing, specimens suitable for 
mounting in a one inch diameter holder were removed from the 
samples. Surfaces to be examined were rough ground on a belt 
grinder which provided a flat surface for mounting. The 
specimens were mounted in Bakelite plastic in a Buelher 
press at 125°C +_ 25°C and 4200 psi 400 psi for seven minutes. 
Next, the specimens were grcand on 280-, 320-, 400-, and 600 
grit silicon carbide papers. As a final step the specimens 
were polished with 1 micron and 0.5 micron alumina slurries.
It was necessary to regrind some specimens to obtain a flat 
surface perpendicular to the axis of the indicator.
Microhardness indentations were obtained on a Vickers 
hardness tester with a one kilogram indentor load. A simple 
evaluation was performed using a knoop and a diamond pyramid 
indentor to determine which indentor was more sensitive to 
strain. Two specimens were prepared from 3/4” thick hot * 
roll stock. The first specimen had been annealed one hour 
at 400°C while the second specimen, also annealed, had been 
rolled to 30% reduction in thickness. The data in Table 2 
indicates the knoop indentor was slightly more sensitive to 
a change in strain than was the diamond pyramid indentor.




Evaluation of Knoop and Diamond Pyramid Hardness 
Indentors for Annealed and Rolled Brass Samples
Knoop Diamond Pyramid
Sample Hardness (b) Hardness (b)
Condition (a) (KHN) (DPH)
Annealed one 74.6 77.1
hour at 400°C





(a) 3/4” thick hot roll brass plate
(b) Based on 10 indentations using a 1 kg indentor load.
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The accuracy of the hardness measurements was verified 
by measuring the hardness at the beginning and end of the 
investigation. The two standard hardness blocks, Rockwell 
"B" and "F", that were measured had knoop values above and 
below those anticipated in the investigation. Table 3 sum­
marizes the measured hardness values before and after with 
the standard value. The measured values are based on 10 
indentations with a 1 kg load. The measured values are 
within one hardness point of the standard value and no bias 
was assigned to any measurement of the samples. The precision 
of the measurements is presented in the following section.
(3) Evaluation of Hardness in Rolled Samples
Microhardness measurements were obtained at five locations 
in the sheet corresponding to two surface locations, two 
locations halfway between the surface and the centerline, 
and one location along the centerline. The measurements were 
made at the edge of the sheet and at the midwidth of the sheet, 
both in the rolling direction. A minimum of ten indentations 
was obtained at each position. All indentations were at the 
same distance beneath the surface of the sheet to minimize 
perturbations in the data. The specimens for hardness 
measurements were obtained a minimum of one inch from the 
end of the sheet to insure deformation was in a region of 
plane strain. Hardness measurements obtained on the rolled 
samples are reported in Appendix A, Tables A-l and A-2.
The precision of an individual hardness measurement was
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Table 3
f a 1Verification of Knoop Hardness Measurementsv J 
On Rockwell "B" and "F" Standard Blocks 
Before and After Measuring Brass Samples
Test Condition Rockwell B(KHN) Rockwell F(KHN)
Standard Value 180.0 67.0
Before Measurement 179.1 67.7
of Samples
After Measurement 180.8 67.6
of Samples
(a) Based on 10 indentations using a 1 kg indentor load.
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estimated based on the standard deviation of the ten indi­
vidual indentations at a specific location. The standard 
deviation was computed on one hardness measurement for each 
of two specimens removed from a rolled sample. The measure­
ments corresponded to either a surface or midthickness location 
in the sample. The hardness values are tabulated in Appendix A, 
Table A-3. In the last column "S" refers to a near surface 
location, an "M" refers to a midthickness location. The
value in the bottom row of the table is the mean of the stan­
dard deviations. This value ^2.8 KHN is the estimate of the 
precision for hardness measurements.
(4) Evaluation of Tensile Data
Tensile samples were prepared by machining one half inch 
square bars cut from hot roll brass plate to the configura­
tion shown in Figure 3. The samples were annealed one hour 
at 500°C followed by a water quench to remove any residual 
stress. The bars were pulled in tension on an Instron tester
with a cross head speed of 0.002 inches per minute. A one
inch gage length was scribed on each bar prior to pulling 
it to a predetermined final length corresponding to a true 
plastic strain ranging from 0.01 to 0.4. Initial and final 
lengths were measured with a micrometer and were accurate to 
within +_ 0.002 inches. Cross sections were removed from the 
strained bar and the hardness was measured. The true strain 
and hardness values for the bars are summarized in Table 4.
Also presented in the table are hardness measurements for









Figure 3 Sketch of Tensile Bars Machined From 
1/2 Inch Thick Brass Plate
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Table 4
Uniaxial Strain, Knoop Hardness, and 
Normalized Hardness for Brass Tensile Bars 
Strained in Uniaxial Tension
Knoop Hardness Normalized Knoop
True Strain (e) (KHN) Hardness (KHN)
oa 90.7 + 3. ld
oa 90.2 + 3.7
oa 94.7 + 4.1
0.010 93.8 + 4.1 1.9 + 4.1
0.010b 91.8 + 3.3
0.022 99.9 + 3.0 8.0 + 3.0
0.030 103. 2 + 2.7 11.3 + 2.7
0.063 117.5 + 3.1 25.6 + 3.1
0.087 124.3 + 2.5 32.4 + 2.5
0.152 136.6 + 4.1 44.7 ± 4.1
0.212 153. 5 + 4.3 61.6 + 4.3
0.350 178.9 + 4.2 87.0 + 4.2
0.420 190.1 + 3.4 98.2 + 3.4
0-. 420c 185.0 + 4.2
Annealed 1 hour at 500°C! and water quenched
CO
N o
< ̂  § 
£9 0 O
(b) Specimen from end of gage length 02 o S
(c) Specimen from end of gage length. Tensile bar 3 w O
started to neck down. & Q J0 § §
(d) Standard deviation, a, of hardness measurement. § 8 9< kj o go
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unstrained specimens and those specimens where more than 
one measurement was obtained in the gage length.
Because the initial hardness of the tensile bars was 
about 5 points higher than the initial hardness of the rolled 
samples, the data were normalized by subtracting the initial 
average hardness from the final hardness. The difference in 
the starting annealed hardness between the tensile bars and 
the rolled samples probably resulted from different deformation 
histories. The rolled samples received additional cold work 
when rolled to the starting thickness, Iiq, and recrystallized 
during annealing whereas the tensile bars were not cold worked 
but only annealed. These different histories probably resulted 
in slightly different grain sizes and hence the difference 
in hardness. *
The data from Table 4 were plotted. Figure 4 shows 
the relationship between the logarithm of normalized hardness 
and strain. The vertical lines reflect the standard devia­
tion of the individual measurements. The straight line was 
obtained by a ’’least squares” linear regression analysis of 
,the data. Calculated by the slope-intercept method, the 
equation of the line was determined to be
A KHN = 282.9 e0-977.
(5) Conversion of Hardness Measurements to Strain 
The correlation of hardness and strain provided a vehicle 
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EFFECTIVE STRAIN £
Figure 4 Plot of Normalized Knoop Hardness
Versus Effective Strain For Samples 
Pulled In Uniaxial Tension
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in rolling was converted to effective strain as measured in 
the tensile test. In converting to strain it was assumed 
that a given amount of strain as measured by the effective 
strain (equation 7) results in a unique amount of strain 
hardening independent of the'mode of deformation. A tensile 
test was used to define this assumed single valued relation­
ship between hardness and effective strain. From definition 
it was known that (tne axial strain) and a correlation
to the hardness of the strai led tensile bars was obtained. 
Hardness measurements on the rolled sheet were then converted 
to effective strain measurements using the above relationship.
Because the strain was a measure of effective strain it 
was necessary to convert it to the equivalent plane strain 
value before determining $. From definition = 2//3 ^
(the thickness strain) and the effective strains from Figure 4 
were multiplied by /3/2. This conversion enabled the direct 
comparison of measured and anaJytically determined strains.
The incremental strains based on hardness measurement in. 
Tables A-l and A-2 were plotted as a function of thickness 
from which the average strain was then determined. Figure 5 
is a typical plot of strain versus thickness and also shows 
the average strain. The average strain was determined, 
graphically, by equating the area bounded by the curved line 
and the line representing the average value such that the 
area above the average equaled the area below the average. 















Figure 5 Plot Of Incremental Strain Versus 
Thickness For A = 1.7 5
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converted to effective strain from which $ was then determined. 
A tabulation is made in Table 5 of the average strain if, and 
$ for each midwidth and edge sample. In addition the initial 
thickness, hg, width, w; and reduction in thickness, r, are 
tabulated for each A. Again the significance of redundant 
strain is that $ = 1 corresponds to no redundant strain 
(homogeneous deformation) while $ > 1 indicates redundant 
strain (nonuniform deformation).
The effect of sample w ’.dth on $ was also investigated.
The ratio of <J) midwidth and <J> edge was compared to the ratio 
of sheet width to initial thickness. Table 6 presents the 
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Comparison of The 4> 
and The Width-to-Final 
Samples for
Table 6
Midwidth-to - $ Edge Ratio 


























































The two previous chapters were concerned with the 
separate aspects of predicting strains from slip line field 
solution and measuring strains in rolled samples.
The purpose in developing the slip line field analysis 
for rolling was to provide a means of predicting nonuniform 
deformation and to compare the piedicted analysis to one 
measured on rolled samples. Figure 6 illustrates the relation 
between A and $ for the rolled samples and the analytically 
determined values. Figure 6 is a plot of A versus $ where 
the measured values of <f> from Table 5 correspond to the mid­
width location in the sheet and the analytical values are 
from Table 1.
The general shape of the curves in Figure 6 indicates 
that redundant deformation increases as the mean thickness 
to length ratio, A, of the converging plastic zone increases. 
This is consistent with the findings of other investigations. 
Referring to Figure 1, as the mean thickness, K, increases 
without increasing the contact length, L, the deformation 
would spread around the points A and B with increasing curva­
ture of slip lines ADF and BEF. A limiting value would 
ultimately be reached in which deformation was continued 
to the surface, such as a hardness indentation.
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Figure 6 A Summary Of cj) - A Relationships
Calculated And Measured From Micro­
hardness Surveys For Rolled Brass 
Sheet.
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Qualitatively, the trend in the measured and analytically 
derived § is consistent though quantitative agreement is 
lacking. Over the range in which A increased from 1 to 3 
the predicted redundant deformation is nearly the same as 
that measured. However, as A increases from 7 to 11 the pre­
dicted redundant deformation is 6% to 12% greater than the 
measured values. A major contributing factor to the lack 
of agreement results from the assumed absence of strain 
hardening in the slip line field solution.
The following implications can be made from the predicted 
strains about the absences of strain hardening. The surface 
deformation of the sheet would not be transmitted to the 
center of the sheet. The strain levels at the surface would 
be overestimated while along the centerline they would be 
underestimated. This distribution of strain would inflate the 
predicted average strain as well as the predicted $. This 
appears to be so as the predicted values of $ do exceed the 
measured values for a given A.
In addition to assuming the absence of strain hardening, 
the predicted strains are also based on the assumed absence 
of friction. Physically, however, frictions forces do exist 
which draw the sheet through the rolls. The coefficient of 
friction for the rolled samples is estimated at 0.08.
The effect a finite coefficient of friction would have on 
depicting the slip lines of Figure 1 can only be speculated.
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The triangle ABC would be altered as the slip lines would not 
contact the rolls at a 45° angle and the angle ABC would be 
less than 45°. The resultant distribution of velocities 
along the a- and 3-lines would also be altered. Line AC
would decrease in length while line BC would increase in
length. This implies the velocity components along line ADF 
would be changing more than would the components along the 
line BEF. Then looking at the velocity components in the 
plastic zone at a specified distance below the surface the 
difference in velocity components would be larger and quali­
tatively would give rise to larger strain. The overall effect 
would be to predict a larger strain and hence a larger $.
Another point to be considered in comparing the measured 
and calculated values of $ is the effect of strain rate.
In a tensile test the increase in strain rate has the follow­
ing effect. For a given level of flow stress a dynamically
strained sample will have a lower value of strain compared to 
a quasi-statically strained sample. A similar implication can 
be made about the rate effect of the tensile test used in this 
investigation. The strain rate of the samples pulled in
tension was about five orders of magnitude less than the
- 3strain rate of the rolled samples (i.e. 2.0 x 10 inches
2per minute for the tensile samples versus ~2.4 x 10 inches 
per minute for the. rolled samples.) Impirically, the line 
in Figure 4 used to correlate hardness with strain would
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shift to the left with increasing strain rate. As a result 
of this the strain values for the rolled samples would be 
overestimated and 0 also would be overestimated. Therefore 
the calculated values in Figure 6 may be overestimated due 
to the difference in the strain rate of the tensile samples 
compared to the rolled samples. The overall effect on the 
curves in Figure 6 would be that the predicted values are 
underestimated and the measured values are overestimated.
The effect sheet width has on 4 appears to be subtle.
For A - 1.7 the ratio of <f> midwidth-to-4 edge is unchanged as 
the width-to-thickness ratio increases from ~2 to 8 . However, 
when A - 4.3 the $ ratio increases as w/h^ decreases. Unfor­
tunately the observed trend is not consistent for larger A.
When A - 7.9 the $ ratio increases but the w/h-̂  ratio decreases. 
Intuitively, one would expect the ratio of § midwidth-to-edge 
< 1 for small values of w/h^ but that the ratio would increase 
as w/h^ increases. While this observation can be made for 





The following conclusions can be stated as a result of 
this investigation of nonuniform deformation induced by cold 
rolling. The samples were rolled on smooth rolls in which 
the estimated coefficient of friction was at least 0.08 for 
the smallest A and less for increasing A.
1. For A £ 1 the redundant strain parameter $  ̂ 1 and
homogeneous deformation takes place as the sheet is 
reduced in thickness. The value of the predicted $ 
agrees with the measured value.
2. For A > 1 and up to 11.2 the redundant strain parameter
$ > 1 and nonuniform deformation occurs. $ increases
linearly with A up to A - 4. The increase in $ is 
highly nonlinear as a approaches 11 at which point
| = 16.3.
3. The predicted values of $ agree qualitatively with the
observed $. With the exception of $ s 1 the predicted 
values exceed the measured values. This observation is 
consistent with the fact that the slip line field solu­
tion is based on an assumed absence of strain hardening.
4. The effect of sheet width on $ is inconclusive. No trend 




The following is a tabulation of the initial and final 
hardness measurements of rolled brass samples. The final 
hardness measurements are reported for both the edge and 
midwidth samples at the locations specified in the table.
The estimated precision of the hardness measurements is 
also summarized.
Table A-l
Tabulation of Initial and Final Hardness Measurements 
Samples Were Located At the Edge of the Sheet
Initial Final Hardness (KHN)
Hardness Quarter Quarter
(KHN) Surface Thickness Center Thickness Surface
1. 09 8 6. 0 117. 0 118.3 113.8 114.1 119.0
1.56 87.4 125.8 a 116.6 123.6
1.77 85.0 124. 0 114.5 109.8 119.9 127.6
1.75 87.0 126.5 118.3 112. 7 122.8 124.8
1.77 87.0 127.5 120.8 117.4 118.8 128.7
2.68 83.4 95.8 88.8 99.6
3.00 86. 2 114. 3 107. 7 102.8 107.9 112.3
3.62- 86.3 - 109.4 101.5 101.1 108.6 117.8
4. 28 86.4 124. 2 118.8 114.0 119.5 129.0
4.30 8 6. 2 100. 2 93.3 86.4 91.3 97.1
6.10 86.4 121.8 113.4 108.9 110.8 118. 7
6.90 86.6 117.8 100.4 88.8 91.7 88.7
7. 91 86.3 90.3 90.1 90.9 99.8 120.4
7.89 86.3 111. 2 97.2 93.0 97.3 101.8
7.91 86.3 96.3 93.1 92.3 96.8 106.4




Tabulation of Initial and Final Hardness Measurements 
Samples Were Located at the Midwidth of the Sheet
Initial
Hardness
Final Hardness (KHN) 
Quarter Quarter
A (KHN) Surface Thic. ness Center Thickness Surface
1.09 86.0 116.3 115.6 115.1 117.5 118.4
1.56 87.4 125.6 _ a 112.4 125.6
1.77 85.0 125.4 1 20. 2 111.1 119.9 124.5
1.75 87.0 122.6 12x.7 114.8 121.9 125.0
1.77 87.0 127.0 123.3 116.4 122.8 125.4
2.68 83.4 102. 3 94.9 102.3
3.00 86.2 115.6 112. 2 105.8 110.5 114.1
3.62 86.3 109.2 108. 8 104.0 109.6 117.0
4.28 86.4 118.4 114.7 118.1 122.3 133. 5
4.30 8 6. 2 102.9 93.3 92.1 98.1 106.7
6.10 86.4 113.2 104. 7 99.6 104.5 114.5
6.90 86.6 105.7 95.0 87.7 90.7 98.9
7.91 86.3 106.2 94.0 92.6 92.2 95.5
7.89 86.3 105.1 95.5 93.8 98.2 112.5
7.91 86.3 101. 2 94.9 94.8 94.0 102.4
11.20 86.4 115.6 110.6 110.4 110.4 115.7
a. Not measured
All hardness values were normalized by subtracting the initia:
hardness from the final hardness. The surface 'and quarter thick-
ness measurements were averaged before converting to strain. Effec­
tive strain was calculated from the formula in Figure 4.
A KHN = 282.9 e°-977 
The following is a sample calculation for A = 1.09 at the surface 
of the sample at the edge location
{(117.0 + 119.0)/2 - 86.0} = 282.9 e
0 97732.0 = 282.9 eu*y//
0.977
e = (32.0/282.g)1/0-977 = 0.1074 
0 effective = /3/2 e = 0.0930
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Table A-3
Estimate of the Precision of Hardness Measurements 





































































Mean deviation - 2.8
(a) Based on 10 indentations using a 1 Kg indentor load
(b) nS” Surface; "M" Midthickness
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APPENDIX B
The determination of the shear strain at points within
the plastic zone can be made once the velocities along the
slip lines are known. The slip line field in figure B-l
2 8used in this analysis was developed by Hill. The field 
was produced by a trial-and-error process and was assumed to 
yield the correct stress distribution. The calculations 
presented in this appendix are for a velocity distribution 
based on Gerringers equations:
du - vdG = 0 along an a-line
dv + ud0 = 0 along a 3-line
The formulae used for computation of the incremental veloci­
ties are the finite difference equivalents.
(u - u -i ) = l/2(v + V - ,  ) (0 - G t  )v m,n m-l,n' 1 K m,n m-l,n' v m,n m-l,n^
(vm „ - vm n -,) = -1/2 (u, + u „ (0  ̂ - 0w _ -i)v m,n v m,n m,n-ly v m,n m,n-ly
The velocities u and v along a 3-line and an a-line, respec­
tively are determined at the nodal point (m,n) in terms of 
the values u and v at the points (m-l,n) and (m,n-l). The 
subscript.m denotes a point along an a-line and n denotes 
a point along a 3-line.
The solution begins with the laying out of figure B-l. 
All dimensions are to scale and are based on the following 
thicknesses and calculated contact angle, a, and chord 














Figure B-l Assumed Slip Line Field Solution 
For Rolling Where A - 7.
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R = 1.5 in 
h.Q = 0.600 in 
h-̂ ■ 0. 595 in
a - (1/2) /rh„/R = 0.0285 radi ans 
L = A 2 - (R - rh0/2)2 = 0.0853 inches 
Line 06-60 is drawn 0.0853 inches in length at angle a.
Lines 06-33 and 60-33 are drawn such that the intersection 
forms a 90° angle and the lesser angles both equal 45°.
Next draw circular arcs of length 06-33 and 60-33 from 
points 06 and 60 respectively. Position point 00 directly 
below point 33 along the center line. Then by trial and 
error locate points 03 and 30 as follows. Draw lines 06-03 
and 60-30 straight so that a circular arc of radius (h^ + h^)/2 
can be fit between points 00-03 and 00-30. The arc should be 
tangent to lines 06-03 and 60-30 at points 03 and 30 as well 
as tangent to the slip lines at 00 which are inclined 45° to 
the center line. The remaining interior lines are located in 
accord with the following conditions. The intersection of 
a- and $-lines are orthogonal and the angle between two 
slip lines of one family, where they are cut by a slip line 
of the other family, is constant along their length. The 
angles for the interior points are determined from the 
general formula: 0^  =0 m_1>n +0 m > n .1 -9 where
0 is the counterclockwise angular rotation of the a-line
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from the center line. The sense in which the elements are 
sheared when crossing the discontinuity requires that line 
06-00 be an a-line, in order that the work of distortion be 
positive. According to Hill a proof that the rate of work 
is positive everywhere in tne field has not been given, but 
it is reasonable to assume that it would be found to be so. 
Correspondingly line 00-60 would be a 3-line.
With the intersecting point located the incident and 
exit velocities can be determined with the help of the 
angles measured in figure B-l. The exit velocity U is 
assumed to be 1.0000 and the incident velocity is then 
fixed as 0.9919 (Uh^/hQ). Table B-l is a summary of the 
incident and exit velocity components in the rigid sheet 
at the plastic/elastic interface. The velocity components 
at point 01 are typically expressed as: Vq^ = 0.52563 and
DUQ1 = 0.84118, where the superscript R denotes the velocity 
in the rigid sheet.
Allowing for a velocity discontinuity, rU//T, along 
the a-line 06-00 and the 3-line 00-60 the velocity components 
immediately inside the plastic zone can be determined.
rU//2 = .0081//2 = 0.00573 
The velocity components at point 01 inside the plastic zone 
become:
V 01 V 01 + rU//I
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Again, the sense of the discontinuity must be considered 
when crossing the slip line. Note also the velocity is 
discontinuous along the slip line but is continuous normal 
to the slip line. Table, B-2 summarizes the incident and 
exit velocity components just inside the plastic zone.
Starting with the velocity components in Table B-2 and 
the finite difference equivalents for Gerrings equations the 
velocities at intermediate points can be calculated. The 
following sample calculation illustrates the procedure used 
for all points in Figure B-l.
For point 11: (Un  - UQ1) = l/2(Vn  + VQ1) (0n  - 0Q1)
C v n  -  v i o )  "  - i / 2 C u n  ♦  u l o H 0u  -  e 1 0 )
where the values of 0 are determined from Figure B-l
®11 - 0q^ = -0.24958 radians
0n  - 0-, ~ = 0.25656 radians.11 10
Substituting for the known values in the above equations 
(Un  - 0.84118) = -0.12479(Vn  + 0.53136) ‘
(Vn  - 0.83867) = -0.12828 (U1]L + 0 . 53891).
Solving for U-^ and V-^,
U 11 = °*68988 
Vn  = 0.68104
The velocity components for all the intermediate points are 
tabulated in Table B-3. The velocity components at the 
remaining points in Figure B-3 can be derived from the points 
in Table B-3 as follows: Applying the equations of Gerringer
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the velocity component along any straight line is a constant, 
and the change in the normal component in passing between 
two straight slip lines is also constant. Therefore, 
the components at points 05 and 04 are the same as those at 
point 03. Similarly, the components at.15 and 14 are the 
same as those at point 13. The process can be continued 
for all the points bounded by straight lines and circular 
arcs.
The shear strain is determined from the velocity com­
ponents in Tables B-2 and B-3 from the general relation, 
y = V*/Vj^ where V* is the velocity discontinuity, rU//2", 
and Vĵ  is the normal velocity component. For locations 
within the plastic zone V* is interpreted to be the differ­
ence in velocity components along a slip line intersected 
by two slip lines of the other family. Vj is the average 
normal velocity over the corresponding interval.
The shear strain at the center line can be calculated 
by the former method while the shear strain at any other 
location must be calculated by the latter method. For 
A - 7 the calculated shear strain at the center line would 
be as follows
V* = rU//2" = 0. 00573
Vĵ  = (COS 45°) (0.9919) = 0.70138 for incident slip line
at point 00
V. - 0.00573/0.70138 = 0.00817 m
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V̂ L = (COS 45°) (1.0000) = 0.70711 for exit slip line to point
V = 0.00573/0.70711 = 0.00810ex
The total shear strain at the center line is the sum of the
incident and exit shear strains.
Y Total = 0.00817 + 0.00810 = 0.01627
The shear strain is converted to an equivalent plastic strain
increment defined by the equation - /2/3 (de?^ de?j ) .
This equation reduces to = JTpb (0.00817^ + 0.00810^)^^ 
for the particular geometry and ^he strain at the centerline
becomes 0.0094.
The shear strain near the surface is calculated as
follows. First the shear strain associated with the velocity





At the exit y = V*/Vj^
0.00573/0.99939 = 0.00573
The sum of the two strains is the shear strain associated 
with the velocity discontinuity.
The shear strain at the points within the plastic zone 
are determined from the velocity at points 05, 15, 25, and 35 
on the incident side and at 53, 52, 51, and 50 on the exit 
side. The velocity components are further resolved into 
components parallel to the incident components so that the
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strain increments can be added directly to find the total 
strain. The magnitude of the angular rotation is determined 
from Figure B-l. Because of velocity changes-both along 
a-lines and 3-lines the shear strain in both directions is 
calculated. The sum of all.strains gives the total strain.
The calculated velocity components along with the resolved 
components and the resultant shear strain are tabulated in 
Table B-4. The shear strain over each interval is calculated 
as follows:
V13 - V03 + U13 ' U03 = t-99247 - *99175)
(U13 + UQ3)/2 (vi3 + Vq3)/2 (.02337 + .02304)/2
. (.02337 - .02304) = n314?
(.99247 + .99175)/2
The total shear strain near the surface for all elements 
including the velocity discontinuity is 0.19251. Converted 
to effective strain the total is 0.11114.
The average strain is calculated by plotting the shear 
strain as a function of position through the thickness and 
graphically determining the average as described in Figure 5 
of the Experimental Procedures and Results. The average 
effective strain based on calculated strains at four posi­
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(a) "V" component directed along an a-line
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(a) "V" component along an a-line






















Refer to Figure B-l for location 
MVM component along an a-line 
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